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PDF reader applications have seen significant rise as far as development is concerned in the recent
past. Development companies have been trying their best in developing PDF reader apps that offer
richer reading environment to readers. Tablets gained sufficient recognition due to the highly
popular Apple iPad, because of which top electronic companies as a result came up with their own
version of tablets. Because tablets are light weight, mobile and slim, they automatically fall under
the category of preferable gadgets. People, therefore, have been keen buyers of tablets especially
of the iPad.

Since then the number of iPad users has witnessed steep rise, which significantly led to the demand
and request of newer applications by users worldwide. Users include students, teachers,
businessmen, professionals belonging to various industries and more. Everybody uses tablets as
per their requirements. Though the iPad is capable of opening PDFs, by and large, people who use
PDFs on regular basis may require a dedicated iPad PDF reader application. Something like the
latest all-in-one PDF reader 'PDFPro.' It has a user friendly interface incorporated with multiple
features that are highly advantageous. PDFPro's powerful set of features include:

1. Category feature for easy management of PDFs

2. Priority bands

3. Sticky notes

4. Zoom in/zoom out

5. Audio recorder

6. Bookmark Tool

7. Dynamic search tool

8. Highlight Tool

9. Slider Tool

10. Handy editing toolbar

11. Wi-fi Transfer & Print

12. Page History

13. Page orientation

14. Add blank Page

15. Cover Page

16. Pencil Tool
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17. Highlighting Tool

18. Eraser Tool

19. Book Content Search

20. Highlighted Search Text

Apart from these flexible and user-friendly features, PDFPro offers the brilliancy of sharing PDFs via
Email and on popular social networking platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. The exclusive
sharing feature offers two dynamic options such as sending/sharing a single page from a PDF or the
entire PDF along with the additions made with the help of the handy toolbar. Its every single feature
is highly useful and delivers outstanding performance at cost effective price. PDFPro is an ideal
application for voracious readers who like reading on the go on their Apple tablet. The development
company has put in efforts to design and develop a robust reader application that eases and
delivers readers' with a pleasurable experience. Looking at the specs of the app, no one would give
it a second thought for downloading. It understands the demands of the vast tech-savvy reader base
and hence has come up with a multi-feature rich application for PDFs.  It offers eye pleasing
graphics, smooth transitions and effects while flipping pages during browsing. PDFPro makes
browsing, viewing, and editing an enjoyable reading experience.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
The author presents the various features of the latest PDF reader application PDFPro. It is an easy
to use application with many helpful features. The author has previously written about a BlackBerry
GPS tracking apps as a BlackBerry tracking applications have been hugely in demand.
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